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Deepti Duvvuri 
www.data.govt.nz 

Tēnā koe Deepti 

Your Official Information Act request, reference: GOV-006790 
Thank you for your email of 10 September 2020, asking for the following information, which we are 
responding to under the Official Information Act 1982 (the Act): 

details of injuries and where they occurred especially related to cyclists. My research topic is 
about the physical factors contributing to cyclist injuries. So details about road conditions, injury 
type, location of accident, were they hit by a car? etc would be great. csv files would be great. If 
it contains demographics, that's good too 

As we advised you on 24 September 2020, ACC partially transferred your request to Waka Kotahi (NZTA) 
so that they could also provide you the data they hold about cyclists’ injury crashes. 

Cycling injury data 
Please see the attached excel spreadsheet titled: GOV-006790 Data for response which has two sheets 
Cycling injuries and Road account. The data in the second sheet is a subset of that in the first. Please 
refer to each sheet for the individual notes about the data provided. 

Ethnicity data 
ACC data is largely reliant on information provided on the ACC45 Injury Claim Form. On this form up to 
six ethnicities can be chosen. 

However, in our reporting system, a claim can only have one ethnicity attributed to it. While a maximum 
of six ethnicities can be chosen on the ACC45 form, the system prioritises these as follows: 

• Māori, regardless of other ethnicities, are classified as Māori.

• Pacific peoples, with any other responses other than Māori, are classified as Pacific.

• Asian peoples, with any other response other than Māori or Pacific, are classified as Asian.

• Other Ethnicity, regardless of any other response other than Māori, Pacific or Asian, are classified as
Other.

• European, without listing Māori, Pacific, Asian or Other, are classified as European. Residual
categories are those people whose ethnicity was not stated.

Free text search 
As noted above, the data set available to ACC is reliant on the information provided on an ACC45 injury 
claim form, which is completed when a person seeks treatment for their injury. There are multiple fields 
on the ACC45 form, some fields are mandatory to complete, and others are not.  

There is a free-text field ‘accident description’ on the form where a person can provide a brief description 
of how their accident happened. This field is not mandatory to complete and not every client does so. 
Also, when the field is completed there is considerable variation in the way accidents are described. 
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The data in table 2 of the sheet titled Cycling injuries was extracted for cycling related claims where the 
key word “car” was used in the accident description field. In the sheet titled Road account, the count is 
where the accident description contains ‘cycle’, ‘cyclist’ or ‘cycling’ but not motorcycle.  
 
Due to the limitations above, while largely representative of the claims received by ACC, the data should 
not be considered a complete, definitive measure of the claims related to cyclists’ accidents involving a 
car that ACC received during the period covered by this response. 
 
ACC cares about privacy 
ACC does not routinely disclose low value numbers related to claims. Accordingly, some of the values in 
the tables only indicate that the number is less than 4 (denoted as <4). This limits the potential for 
particular individuals or matters specific to certain individuals from being identified.  
 
Withholding in this way is necessary to protect the privacy of these individuals under section 9(2)(a) of 
the Act. In doing so, we have considered the public interest in making the information available and 
have determined that it does not outweigh the need to protect the privacy of these persons.  
 
How to get in touch 
If you have any questions, you can email me at GovernmentServices@acc.co.nz. 
 
If you are not happy with this response, you have the right to make a complaint to the Ombudsman. 
Information about how to do this is available at www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or by phoning 0800 
802 602. 
 
Nāku iti noa, nā 

 
Sasha Wood 
Manager Official Information Act Services 
Government Engagement & Support 
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